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Understanding Structural Experiments in 12th-Century Gothic Architecture
Yoshio Kusaba, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, History of  Art, California State University, Chico 

In general, church architecture 
of  the 12th century in Europe, es-
pecially in France and England, ex-
perienced a critical transition from 
Romanesque buildings with their 
heavy solid walls as the main struc-
tural support, to Gothic structures 
whose builders attempted to open 
up and eliminate as many walls as 
possible, replacing them with color-
ful stained glass windows.  This 
structural change and its resultant 
new building aesthetic were essen-
tially an application of  neo-
Platonism with its emphasis on 
light, both physical and metaphysi-
cal, to not only illuminate the build-
ing interiors but also the dull Chris-
tian mind, as Abbot Suger of  St. 
Denis would say.  The neo-Platonic 
emphasis on light is a fundamental 
Christian philosophy, but the full 
extent of  the multi-colored, daz-
zling representation of  Heavenly 
Jerusalem was realized only in the 

13th century, the best examples being the remodeled choir and the nave of  St. Denis 
Abbey, and the chapel-built-as-reliquary that is Ste. Chapelle in Paris, created for St. 
Louis in the Rayonnant style.  But it is critical to understand that the mid-12th century 
builders tried to figure out how to produce this effect as they dealt with various struc-
tural problems and solutions, resulting in wider and taller buildings with larger window 
expanses while sacrificing solid walls.  The product is a series of  diaphanous buildings, 
whose structural elements are concentrated on buttressing points, at the same time pos-
ing challenges to the earlier Romanesque wall-building practices. 

What structural ideas did the early Gothic builders improve from the deep roots in 
the Romanesque building?  As many of  the readers may know, these consist of  pointed 
arches, rib vaults and quadrant arches (to become exposed flying buttresses).  In this 
article we will look at pointed arches and rib vaults leaving the rest for a future install-
ment.

Pointed Arches.  Often pointed arches are mistakenly identified as Gothic and 
round ones as Romanesque, but they are not mutually exclusive.  A familiar example is 

Figure 1. Canterbury Cathedral choir, c. 1180.  Early Gothic sexpartite vaults.
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the Romanesque Durham Cathedral in England, begun in 
1093, whose early eastern parts employ round arches while 
the later parts from the 1120s and 1130s include pointed 
arches.  Origins of  pointed arches are disputable, but they 
appear by the late 11th century, especially in Burgundy 
among the Cluniac and Cistercian churches (e.g., the de-
stroyed abbey church at Cluny and the extant church of  Cis-
tercian Fontenay Abbey), but their potentials were not fully 
exploited then.  The early Gothic builders, on the other 
hand, recognized advantages of  the pointed arches as they 
were coping with creating larger buildings.  The design flexi-
bility and sturdiness of  pointed arches are vastly improved 
over round ones.

Adaptability of  the pointed arch is based on the fact that 
there are two or more center points to form the geometry, 
and these center points are movable depending on the dis-
tance to span and the rise of  the arch.  In contrast, the geo-
metry of  a round arch is fixed as soon as its span is deter-
mined.  The round arch is obtained by striking a semi-circle 
using the mid point of  the span as its center, and thus the 
shape and rise are automatic.

These differences also apply to their strength and the 
amount of  outward thrust they exert.  Since the pointed 
arches have more vertical shape, the direction of  their thrust 
is accordingly more efficiently oriented toward the pier and 
column supports below.  But the rounded arches have less 
rise, producing more horizontal thrust in comparison, result-
ing in greater outward movement at the critical haunch about 
one-third up from the spring points.  Because of  this differ-
ence, the pointed arches become sturdier by a factor of  
about 20 per cent over the round ones, and the Gothic 
builders naturally did not overlook this advantage.  Pointed 
arch concepts migrated to the British Isles via the Cistercian 
builders in the 1120s with projects such as Fountains Abbey 
in northern England, from where the idea disseminated to 
the nave vaults of  Durham Cathedral.

Rib Vaults. (Fig. 3)  Rib vaults are far superior to heavy 
groin vaults.  In order to understand the significance of  rib 
vaults, it is essential to know how the groin vaults are built.  
They are the result of  intersecting two tunnel (or barrel) 
vaults, which have to be built simultaneously to obtain the 
result, and where every stone in the barrel is part of  the 
load-bearing structure.  The creased barrel intersections are 
referred to as the groins. (Fig.2) Because of  this simultane-
ous construction procedure, groin vaults were slow in proc-
ess and heavy in result.

Durham Cathedral in England (begun in 1093) is the 
earliest extant building conceived with rib vaults from the 
beginning.  Perhaps the master mason (the architect) had a 
quick mind and thought that since it was possible to project 
the shape of  groin vaults, it would also be possible to replace 

the incidental groins with in-
dependent arches.  Thus, the 
idea of  rib vaults came about, 
where the independent 
arches looked like the 
animal/human skeletal ribs, 
inviting their name. The rib 
vaults have several advan-

Fig. 2

tages including ease of  building sequence and lighter weight.  
Arcs of  stone can be built as individual ribs and the spaces 
between, the web compartments or interstices, can be sepa-
rately filled with thin layers of  masonry.  The webs can be 
thin because the sturdy ribs now carry the loads. 

As with pointed arches, the 12th-century Gothic builders 
recognized these advantages in their buildings.  Early rib 
vaults in the British Isles subsequent to Durham include the 
late 11th-century crypts of  Christchurch Priory near 
Bournemouth, Winchester Cathedral Romanesque transepts 
built immediately after the fall of  the crossing tower in 1107, 
the extant 1120s-1130s south cellarer’s range at the St. Cross 
Hospital church in Winchester, Romsey Abbey, and the early 
12th-century Lindisfarne Abbey (famous for the Irish-Saxon 
Lindisfarne Gospels).

The rib idea was transmitted from England to Nor-
mandy through diffusion subsequent to the Norman Con-
quest of  England, then on to the neighboring Ile-de-France.  
The 1120s nave vaults at St. Etienne (Abbey aux Homes) and 
La Trinité (Abbey aux Dames) at Caen in Normandy are 
good examples, as is St. Etienne in Beauvais from the 1130s. 
Ultimately the St. Denis Abbey westwork (1137-1140) and 
choir (1140-1144), as remodeled under Abbot Suger, is 
commonly considered to be the inception of  the Gothic 
style. 

Introduction of  pointed arches in rib vault con-
struction and rib vault variations.  As a critical subhead-
ing, the advantages of  pointed arches, especially their design 
flexibility, become even more significant when they are ap-
plied to rib vault construction.  The Romanesque period pre-
ferred to construct the groin vaults over a square space be-
cause the apexes (crowns) of  the two tunnel vaults necessary 
to produce groins are even (e.g., pre-1093 Winchester Cathe-
dral transept aisles).  The curve that is revealed by slicing 
through the diagonal 
groins of  two inter-
secting barrel vaults is 
more complex than a 
simple semicircle. 
(Fig. 4)  So when ribs 
were introduced in 
vaulting to such a 
square unit using 

Fig. 3. Gloucester Cathedral crypt rib vaulting.  c.1100

Fig. 4. Round arch groin vault cross-
ing, diagonal section view.
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round arches only, it became difficult to keep even apex lev-
els when combining the four arches that define the square 
space and two ribs that crisscross the diagonal groins.  The 
diagonals are longer and thus produce higher crowns than 
the four arches of  the square unit. (Fig. 5)  The more uneven 
the vaulting units, the more domical the vaults become, re-
sulting in greater outward thrusts and also more complex 
web shapes that are difficult to build.  With the round arches, 
the unevenness of  rib crowns becomes even greater for ob-
long, rectangular vaulting units, producing three different 
crown heights—two different arch distances to define the 
rectangular space and two diagonal ribs. (Fig. 6)

Introduction of  pointed arches can alleviate the uneven 
crown levels because their shape is not dictated by their 
spans and thus their height is adjustable to an even level. 
(Fig. 7)  In general, the early Gothic period tended to vault 
square spaces with ribs, perhaps as a Romanesque carryover, 
resulting in six-part (sexpartite) vaults, such at Sens Cathedral 
(begun ca. 1140, contemporary of  St. Denis Abbey church), 
Notre Dame Cathedral of  Paris (ca. 1160), Laon Cathedral 
(ca. 1160), the eastern parts of  Canterbury Cathedral (1174-
1184) (Fig. 1) and Bourges Cathedral (ca. 1195).

Even eight-part (octopartite) rib vaults were built at St. 
Quiriace at Provins (ca. 1170), an important fair town in the 
12th century on the way to Paris.  But these types of  vaults 
exerted a greater amount of  outward thrust at the buttress-
ing points than the oblong, rectangular rib vaults.  This is 
why from the later 12th century on, the rectangular four-part 
(quadripartite) rib vaults became the norm among the mature 
Gothic buildings as at Chartres (1194), Reims (1210), Amiens 
(1220) and Beauvais (1225, in the pre-1284 collapse choir 
vaults).  In England, good examples are the St. Cross Hospi-
tal church choir (ca. 1160) in Winchester, Chichester Cathe-
dral retrochoir (1190), Wells Cathedral (1190s),  Salisbury 

Cathedral (1220), Winchester Cathedral retrochoir (ca. 1210-
1220s), London Temple Church choir (ca. 1240), Worcester 
Cathedral choir (1220s-1230s), and Westminster Abbey choir 
and trancepts (ca. 1245-1250). 

A unique experiment with the quadripartite rib vaults 
takes place in the choir of  Lincoln Cathedral (1190s); it is the 
creation of  what is commonly termed the “crazy vaults,” 
(Fig.8) whereby two diagonal ribs are subdivided into two 
branches each and meet at the ridge rib (a new feature not 
used in France around this time).  This essentially paves the 
way to fantastic English treatment of  vaulting patterns with 
bundles of  multiple linear ribs rising to the top as in the 
Decorated style buildings at the Angel Choir at Lincoln (ca. 
1260) and Exeter Cathedral choir (ca. 1300), and further in 
the Perpendicular style buildings at Gloucester Cathedral 
choir (ca. 1325), remodeled naves of  Canterbury Cathedral 
(ca. 1375) and Winchester Cathedral (1370s to ca. 1400) built 
on the Romanesque structure.  Fan vaults create even further 
fanciful application of  ribs to form capricious, curvilinear 
canopies with hanging pendants as in Henry VII’s Chapel at 
Westminster Abbey (ca. 1525) and King’s College Chapel at 
Cambridge (early 1500s).  In France, on the other hand, play-
ful variations of  rib patters begin only in the late Gothic 
Flamboyant buildings, e.g., the choirs of  St. Gervais-St. Por-
tais and St. Severin in Paris (both in the late 15th century) 
and St. Etienne choir in Beauvais (ca. 1500).

Fig.5. Semicircular ribs vaulted over a square bay.  Crowns 
of the side ribs are lower than those of the diagonals.

Fig.6. Semicircular ribs of a cross vault raised over an oblong 
bay produce ribs of three different heights.

Fig.7. Pointed ribs of equal height raised over an oblong bay.
Fig.8. Lincoln Cathedral crazy vaults.

Part II of this article, which will be published in the 
next issue, will discuss the development of quadrant 
arches into flying buttresses and go into details of 
wall construction.

Illustrations:
—John Henry Parker, Glossary of Architecture. 5th ed.,    
Oxford, 1850.  (Fig.1 and 3)
—James Smith Pierce, From Abacus to Zeus: A Handbook of 
Art History, 4th ed., Prentice-Hall, 1991. (Fig. 5,6 and 7)



In the Beginning… by Mary Jean Place

In the late fall of  1994, as I scanned through Stan-
ford’s Continuing Education catalogue, my eyes fell 
upon a course titled “Gothic Cathedrals in Medieval 
Europe,” a subject I knew absolutely nothing about.  It 
was time for an intellectual challenge to see if  my mind 
could still learn!  Since I was still working as a contem-
porary art consultant, I thought this would give me 
some insight into art in medieval times.  Bob Scott had 
taught a similar course the year before on Salisbury Ca-
thedral, and for this year’s course, Bob and his wife, 
Julia Fremon, were organizing a ten-day trip to Salis-
bury, immediately following the class, where we would 
stay in what had been the old theological college in The 
Close.  Lectures at Salisbury would be led by local 
authorities: Hugh Dickinson, Dean of  Salisbury; Roy 
Spring, Clerk of  the Works; Tim Tatton-Brown, Con-
sulting Archeologist; Suzanne Eward, Cathedral Librar-
ian; and Lionel Dakers, formerly the Director of  the 
Royal School of  Church Music; along with the Stanford 
staff  of  Bob, George and Phyllis Brown, and Bill 
Mahrt.  I signed up immediately.

I will never forget the first session at Stanford as 
class member Bob Nyden, who had been in the previ-
ous class, walked in with a scale model of  Salisbury Ca-
thedral.  I was flabbergasted, and Bob Scott looked 
stunned.  We were off  and running, and for me it was a 
wonderful experience.  The class members were all ma-
ture adults with interesting past histories, who brought 

their curiosity and desire for learning to the group.  Out 
of  the approximately thirty class members, seventeen 
decided to make the journey to England, and in mid-
March we flew from San Francisco.  In Salisbury, lec-
tures were in the mornings.  Then it was over to the 
cathedral in the afternoon for a trip up to the spire with 
Tim Tatton-Brown, or with Roy Spring in the cathedral 
work shops, or a day devoted to music, with each day 
being special.  There were also side trips to the original 
Sarum site, as well as the cathedrals and churches at 
Wells, Winchester, Romsey, and Bath.  There was even a 
journey to Stonehenge.  Heaven for me here on earth! 

In the pub that operated in the common rooms of  
the college, I met Jenny Jacobs, acting as our bar maid, 
who is an expert in medieval stone and a conservation-
ist at Salisbury, and who has since become a very close 
friend.  Jenny went on to direct the restoration of  St. 
Paul’s in London.  On a recent trip to England another 
friend of  mine, who lectures on architecture at Oxford, 
told me that Jenny is the very best in her field.

In October of  1995, the class received a letter from 
Bob Scott saying that in response to the interest of  the 
group, an “informal reading group” would continue to 
explore medieval subjects.  Over the years, more 
courses were taught and more trips were made to Salis-
bury, and fifteen years later the group, under the direc-
tion of  Bob, Julia, and others, has morphed into an in-
tellectual adjunct to Stanford University known as the 
Sarum Seminar.  Many of  us are still here, just like “in 
the beginning.”

Most of the travelers on the first Sarum Seminar trip to Salisbury.  L to R: Jane Differding, Bob Nyden, Frank Scheufele, 
Bill Mahrt, George Brown, Linda Jack, Phyllis Brown, M.J. Atkinson, Marda Bucholz, Jim Marney-Petix, Julia Fremon, 
Jewel Trimble, Dick Jones, Bob Scott, Abbi Lawrence, Jim Boyd, David Knight.

Photo: Mary Jean Place, 1995
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Wolf  Hall by Hilary Mantel
Henry Holt, New York. 2009

A review by Bob Nyden
When I was given this book to read, I must admit I 

had doubts.  Oh, I know, it won the Booker Prize for 
fiction last October and all the respected reviewers 
were full of  praise, but, Henry VIII?   Done by every-
one…outside my main time period of  interest…and so 
on.  Well, I was wrong.  Despite a few quirks of  format, 
even after 532 pages I wasn’t ready for it to end.

Except for the opening chapters and a few flash-
backs, this novel takes place between 1527 and 1535,  
from the decline of  Cardinal Wolsey, through brutal 
religious animosities of  the English Reformation and 
along the tortured paths to 
Anne Bolyn’s crowning as 
Henry’s second wife.  But the 
view point is always Thomas 
Cromwell’s—a man who rose 
from obscurity to become 
Wolsey’s loyal problem solver 
and went on to be Henry 
VIII’s trusted advisor and so 
much more.  (Not to be con-
fused with the 17th c. republi-
can, Oliver Cromwell, al-
though there is a thin family 
relationship.)

If  your previous exposure 
to Thomas Cromwell is lim-
ited to Leo McKern’s sinister 
portrayal in the movie A Man 
For All Seasons, you are in for a 
surprise.  Here he is a loving 
family man, supremely ra-
tional and practical, clever, 
appreciative of  beauty and the 
arts and ever conscious of  the 
greater good.  Above all, he is 
forward thinking, always con-
sidering consequences.  When we learn that Wolf  Hall, 
barely mentioned throughout the volume, is Jane Sey-
mour’s family home, we know the consequences to 
come, and the implication at the book’s end is that 
Cromwell anticipates them as well.

Cromwell’s famous adversary, Thomas More, is also 
given a different persona from Paul Scofield’s movie 
version.  The grim realities of  religious persecution by 
More visited upon any who might venture even to read 
the Bible in English translation are shocking. “They say 
[More] uses the whip, the manacles and the torment-
frame they call Skeffington’s Daughter…. It takes art to 
make sure the man does not suffocate: for if  he does, 
everything he knows is lost.”  

Hilary Mantel did not make this stuff  up, although 
she has said in interviews that she is not an historian 
and knew little about the period before undertaking a 
few years of  careful research.  As an example of  her 
care, she plotted the locations of  each character day by 
day to be sure, for example, that the Duke of  Suffolk 
really was in London at the time she places him in a 
particular scene.  Likewise, the settings, whether Lon-
don street, royal palace or Thomas More’s house are 
accurately realized, down to the art on the walls.  Her 
evocative metaphors also add great visual weight:   
“Rubies cluster on his knuckles like bubbles of  blood.” 
And, “He is shriveling like a seedpod in the sun, when 
he moves you can hear his bones rattle.”

In some ways this is not an easy read.  It’s not a 
Joycean stream of  conscious-
ness, but the author doesn’t 
always specify at the start of  a 
dialog who is speaking and 
does not always add quotation 
marks where one might ex-
pect them.  This requires con-
centration and can make for 
occasionally disjointed read-
ing.  As is often the case with 
historical fiction, it helps if  
you’re already familiar with 
the material, especially the 
characters.  The introductory 
three pages of  cast delinea-
tion and two of  royal geneal-
ogy are clues to the intricacy 
of  the story and a useful ref-
erence, particularly since some 
characters are called by many 
names, e.g., Thomas Howard 
is also the Duke of  Norfolk 
and also Anne Bolyn’s uncle.
    One of  the quirky aspects 
of  this third-person narrative 
is that the pronoun “he” 

nearly always refers to Cromwell, even if  there are no 
antecedents pointing to him and sometimes even if  
they point to someone else.  However, one of  the 
author's great talents is to develop scene and character 
with a minimum of  exposition.  Our picture of  Anne 
Bolyn grows from the way she is seen to act and react, 
how she treats others, her conversation and even the 
minutia of  her clothing.  And it is always through 
Cromwell’s eyes that we see this world, and in the pre-
sent tense.  The Italian language has a special remote 
past tense used for ancient history, but for me, the im-
mediacy of  the present tense in this book helps it to 
succeed as an historical novel, making the past real and 
putting me there.   I recommend it.

Thomas Cromwell by Holbein, 1534



The Pilgrimage Road by Mary Fischer

I share with the medieval sensibility a tremendous urge 
to go on the pilgrim's road.  I have been to Lourdes and 
Fatima, and whether you can believe this or not—and I ad-
mit sometimes I have trouble believing it—I have had some-
thing extraordinary happen each time I have been in those 
revered spots.  I have also been to the Rue du Bac in Paris, 
where the Virgin is said to have appeared to St. Catherine 
Laboure, and to Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Nazareth, Zaragoza, 
Santiago de Compostela, Varanesi, and many other venerated 
sites.  So I guess my life has become something of  a long 
series of  pilgrimages.  I don't do this with any group.  I just 

take the opportunity when I am able, and sometimes, ex-
traordinary things happen—and sometimes they don't.  I 
don't go with any expectation, although I do think a person 
on pilgrimage is in a state of  heightened alertness.  I have no 
idea why I do it.  The closest thing I can liken it to, in my 
case, is the feeling I had when I was a very young woman, 
and I had a crush on someone.  I would look at the house in 
which the object of  my affections lived, and all of  a sudden, 
even the street and the house became somehow very dear to 
me, because the person I loved was there.  It is like that 
when I am in a holy place.  It is as if  someone I love very 
much had just passed by, and I am in the place where he had 
been. 

I think that is true for many of  the people in the crowds 
at shrines, because the most touching thing I remember 

about Lourdes is the stone walls of  the Grotto.  When the 
crowds get close to the spring a kind of  awe takes hold of  
them and suddenly they are possessed of  a powerful urge to 
touch anything they can.  They grasp desperately at the 
mossy rock walls of  the grotto, because something inde-
scribably dear to them was here.  There is no time in eternity 
or in Heaven, and that is where She comes from.  So She 
might just have passed by as far as the crowds are concerned.  
She might still be there, if  only one had eyes to see.  But alas, 
most of  us see only a cave and a statue that Bernadette didn't 
think was very good, and so we touch the rock walls that She 
stood within, because that is as close as we can come to that 
experience and that time.  It has a great sweetness about it, 
to see the hope on the faces of  the other pilgrims, some of  
whom have come from great distances, burdened with hopes 
and pleas.  They usually go home with a strange sort of  
peacefulness.

The gnarled old hands of  the aged or sick people cling-
ing to the damp, mossy, stone always put a lump in my throat 
when I remember them.  They may be old in our years, but 
in God's view, there is no time.  They are children, come to 
tell their troubles and their hopes and fears to the Virgin, 
who is their mother too.  In that moment of  hopefulness 
they become very youthful-looking, because they are looking 
with the eyes of  faith.  It is said that, "unless you become as 
a little child, you will nowise enter the kingdom of  heaven."  
It had never occurred to me before I went on pilgrimage, but 
I can see that this must be so, because everyone who comes 
to the foot of  the altar at Rue du Bac, or to the Grotto at 
Lourdes, or to the Shrine at Fatima, shows a certain childlike 
faith at the moment at which they connect with the place.  

This is because when we approach the holy, we always 
have the hope of  a child in our hearts, and that is a purity 
that we carry inside ourselves, but mostly we hide it—even 
from ourselves—because we've been disappointed too often.  
Only in places like this do we feel free to reveal that portion 
of  ourselves again, and only for a time.  Then we go back to 
our ordinary reality, but the glow of  that moment still lingers 
and something happens to us.  Contacting that pure part of  
ourselves is not something we can forget after we leave the 
shrines.  That little glow remains, somehow warming us from 
within.

My "moment" at Fatima did not come to me on the way, 
or at the little shrine, even though that was the object of  my 
pilgrimage and I felt tremendously privileged to be there.  
For me, it was when I strolled beyond the precincts of  the 
sanctuary, at the end of  the Stations of  the Cross on the 
path to the shrine, and found a little place called Lugar do 
Anjo, which in Portuguese means "The Place of  the Angel." 
This is the place in which the angel appeared to the children 
to prepare them for the encounter they would shortly experi-
ence.  There are statues marking the place where each of  the 
children knelt and the angel appeared.  The statues are sus-
pended delicately, a fraction of  an inch above the rocks, as 
though the stone itself  had become too holy to touch, so 
even the depiction of  the events is not permitted to touch 
the place where the real events occurred.

I looked around and suddenly the whole place seemed 
comprehensible to me.  Most of  Fatima today does not re-

Wikimedia © Manuel González Olaechea y Franco

The Shrine at Lourdes in France
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motely resemble the way it looked during the early 1900s.  
The tree where the Virgin stood had to be enclosed, or the 
faithful would have stripped the bark from it.  Even the top-
soil has been stripped away in places, because of  the fervor 
of  the pilgrims.  Now there is a huge concrete esplanade, 
and it shows little of  the rural character of  the site.  But in 
the Place of  the Angel, one can still see the way it must have 

been in 1917.  When you look carefully, it becomes perfectly 
obvious what it must have been like.  They say the children 
took refuge from the rain there, and began to say their 
prayers, when the angel appeared to them.  I can well believe 
it.  When you look at the place, it is a small, enclosed, hidden 
glade in the midst of  the countryside.  It is clearly what I 
would call a child's magic place.  How they must have loved 
that place!  I fell in love with it, too.  It was the one place 
where I felt the aura of  holiness and quiet that had been pre-
sent when the children were very young, tending their sheep, 
saying their prayers, and telling each other their dreams and 
hopes.  She came to them as a parent comes to good chil-
dren, because that is what they were—good children.  

One is tempted to become good, too, after being in such 
a place.

 Lugar do Anjo  near Fatima in Portugal

Wikimedia

A Sea of  Steps
I walk to Chapter House
at Wells Cathedral with
the columns rising high
like pipe organs soaring.

Archways beckon me
forward but the stairs
seem to be undulating
like a sea of  steps—

I'm walking on waves
floating on air I go
up, up, up

Peter Y. Chou
1-21-2010

Peter Chou’s poetry was inspired by this
Frederick H. Evans photograph from 1903, part 
of  an exhibit at the Getty Center in Los Angeles 
through June 10, 2010.  For more info visit  
http://www.getty.edu/art/exhibitions/frederick_evans/

Platinum print “A Sea of Steps”  © Mrs. Janet M. 
Stenner, sole granddaughter of Frederick H. Evans.

http://www.getty.edu/art/exhibitions/frederick_evans/
http://www.getty.edu/art/exhibitions/frederick_evans/


York Early Music Festival
 Friday 9 - Saturday 17 July 2010

This summer Britain's largest festival of  early music 
takes Musical Marriages as its inspiration. Programs will in-
clude music to celebrate grand dynastic marriages as well as 
intimate pieces written for composers' spouses.  The series 
will also feature metaphorical marriages of  different musical 
styles and genres, from the middle ages to the high baroque.

Join the YEMF audiences treated to performances by 
renowned musical groups Fretwork, Ensemble Lucidarium, 
London Baroque, Musica Fiata, La Capella Ducale, The Bach 
Players, Theatre of  the Ayre, and The Sixteen. 

The Yorkshire Baroque Soloists will perform Mon-
teverdi's Mass, Motets, and Vespers of  1610 on their 400th 
anniversary, and I Fagiolini will present an evening of  com-
media dell'arte.

YEMF is noted for its variety and excellence of  per-
formance on period instruments. Events are held in York 
Minster, historic churches, and other venues within the walls 
of  the city of  York (with one or two exceptions, such as the 
University of  York a short bus ride away).  York is a welcom-
ing and very walkable city, a pleasure to visit at any time but 
especially in summer.

As a bonus this year, the medieval York Mystery Plays 
will be performed on wagons at various locations throughout 
the city on Sunday 11 July and Sunday 18 July. A conference 
on the mystery plays will be held at historic Bedern Hall in 
York on Saturday 11 July.  Visit: 

http://www.yorkmysteryplays.co.uk/
To join the York Early Music Festival’s free mailing list, 

write to the National Centre for Early Music, St Margaret's 
Church, Walmgate, York, YO1 9TL, telephone 011-44-1904-
658338, or email  boxoffice@ncem.co.uk

Tickets go on sale 29 March.  For accommodations in 
York, contact  info@ncem.co.uk.

Coming Attractions
We hope you can join us at the remaining Sarum Semi-

nar events of  the 2009-2010 season.
Wednesday, March 10, 7-9 p.m. at Green Library, Stanford.

“More Treasures from Stanford’s Special Collections”
John Mustain, Rare Book Librarian, Stanford

Tuesday, April 13, 7-9 p.m. at Annenberg Auditorium, 
Cummings Art Bldg, 435 Lasuen Mall, Stanford.

MEDIEVAL MATTERS PUBLIC LECTURE
Our speaker will be Mary Carruthers, Professor of  Lit-

erature, New York University.  She is the author of  many 
essays and books on aspects of  medieval culture, including 
The Book of  Memory and The Craft of  Thought, and was the co-
editor of  a volume of  translated Latin texts, The Medieval 
Craft of  Memory. 

In the Middle Ages, memory was at the heart of  cul-
ture—verbal, visual, and auditory. People who mastered the 
art of  memory were capable of  prodigious feats of  recall 
including memorizing the entire Book of  Psalms and other 
vast sections of  the Bible, committing lengthy speeches to 
memory and delivering them without notes, and composing 
books in their entirety in the mind’s eye and then dictating 
individual chapters at random to a series of  scribes working 
simultaneously. From the vantage point of  our own world, 
with our dependence on printed books and electronic data-
bases, the medieval art of  memory is hard to conceive. It was 
esteemed as a great rational and creative power, in many 
ways the engine of  invention and thought itself. Through a 
series of  texts and pictures, this lecture explores the rich ter-
ritory of  the medieval art of  memory as a concept, how the 
skill was acquired, and how it worked in practice.

Medieval Matters is a series of  public lectures sponsored 
by Stanford Continuing Studies, the Center for Medieval and 
Early Modern Studies, the Center for Religious Life, and the 
Sarum Seminar. It explores the relevance of  medieval history 
and culture to understanding the modern world.

Come early as the seats fill up very quickly.
Thursday, May 6, 7-9 p.m. at CASBS, Stanford.

“The Italian Encounter with Tudor England: A Cultural 
Politics of  Translation”  Michael Wyatt, Associate Director, 
Stanford Center for Medieval & Early Modern Studies
Saturday, June 5, 5:30 p.m.  Potluck at the home of  Connie 
Mitchell, Atherton.

Sneak Preview!
Tuesday, October 12.  Our speaker will be Seattle-based 
author Emma Campion (aka Candace Robb), who will talk 
about her new book The King's Mistress, which is an historical 
novel of  Alice Perrers (d. 1400/01).  Alice was the mistress 
of  King Edward III, a woman who, said the St Albans 
chronicler Thomas Walsingham, "had such power and emi-
nence in those days that no-one dared to prosecute a claim 
against her."

Under the name Candace Robb, the author also writes 
two two popular ongoing mystery series featuring medieval 
sleuths, the Margaret Kerr Mysteries and the Owen 
Archer Mysteries.
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